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Cost accounting focuses on recognizing and reporting costs in different ways. Accountants use different costing methods to meet different financial reporting targets, such as deferring expenses up to future periods or maximizing declared net profit. Feature-based and activity-based cost accounting offers two fundamentally different frameworks for recognizing and reporting
business expenses. Neither system is better than the other in every situation. Rather, the ideal costing system to use depends on the company's financial situation and cash flow and reporting goals. Task-based costing (ABC) allocates expenses based on tasks performed. Instead of adding all costs incurred in a single department, ABC breaks down departmental workflows into
component tasks. Task-based costing considers both resource drivers, such as the time and space required for each task, and task drivers, such as the number of units produced or customers served, to determine the cost-efficiency of different tasks. The ABC system pegging overheads directly to specific tasks based on the actual amount of each fixed expense they entail. If an
activity requires 10 hours of electricity, for example, accountants can easily determine an exact amount of electricity costs incurred by the business. Functional costs consist of the total costs of all activities carried out by a functional unit. Functional sector-based costing considers total expenses incurred at departmental, business-unit, workgroup, or individual level. For example,
feature-based cost budgets for departments will include the costs incurred by each task performed in that department. In feature-based costing, accountants assign fixed costs, such as production overheads, to output by unit. Activity-based costing can be beneficial when analyzing the profitability or income contribution of different activities in an organization. A company can use
activity-based cost figures to compare the cost of performing certain in-house functions, such as shipping logistics, with the cost of outsourcing the task. Functionally based costing may be better suited to provide overviews of business expenses. Functional-based cost data can reveal whether a company is generally skilled or poor in managing its expenses, which may be more
useful for short-term investors. Activity-based costing can be longer and prone to human error than feature-based costs. In order to determine the cost of the individual task, accountants must consider compensation costs, material costs, and overheads to get a single task cost, tripling the required amount of research. The disadvantage of functionally based costing led to the
creation of ABC. Feature-based costing cannot provide the kind of information THAT ABC can reveal for internal decision-making. If you don't know how your company spends its money, you can't budget effectively. Cost of absorption Activity-based costing, or ABC, both shows how much particular operations and products cost your business. One difference between ABC and
absorption cost is that companies rely on the absorption-costing formula to keep books accurate and ABC to make management decisions. Determining absorption costs is a tool to understand the cost of producing products, including overheads. Its main use is to calculate the cost of goods sold for the income statement. Activity-based costing is much more effective at identifying
which exact costs are related to which products. It is a better tool for management decision-making. Companies that use generally accepted accounting standards, or GAAP, use the absorption costing formula to understand how much they are spending on production processes and individual products. These figures become the basis of the cost of goods sold, an essential figure in
the calculation of net income. You can meet GAAP requirements with task-based costing, but most companies find this approach too cumbersome to be practical. Absorption-based costing is based on materials and labor that contribute directly to a product, plus fixed overheads and variable overheads. Fixed overheads include things like rent and insurance in a factory, which don't
vary with output. Variable overhead is affected by output, such as the electricity and maintenance that the assembly line requires. The first step in the formula is to assign the various costs to cost pools, such as maintenance. Then calculate the usage figures that are used to assign overheads. A typical usage figure could be the time of execution of a particular piece of equipment
in a month or the hours of direct labor used in production. Divide the usage figure into the assigned costs. For an example of absorption costing, suppose you have $50,000 in costs and 500 hours of labor. Every hour of work therefore absorbs 100 dollars in costs. If an item takes half an hour to manufacture, that item would absorb $50. When you review the income statement, you
use absorbed cost data to calculate the cost of goods sold, subtracted from net sales revenue. Task-based costing allows you to allocate overheads more accurately than simply assigning to labor hours. Below the absorption cost, two products that take the same amount of time to make absorb the same costs, but not with ABC. This is the difference between ABC and absorption
cost. For example, suppose you two products that both allow 90 minutes of production. One, however, is a special item made in small batches, so the production line requires additional setup times and product testing. Determining absorption costs based on labor hours will allocate the additional cost equally to both products, but ABC assigns a larger share to the special item. The
steps to assign activity-based costing are longer and more demanding than the absorption costing formula: cost identification is the first step. Because you're not assigning them to your products it will take research, thought and creaking number to do it right. Create the relevant cost pools. Primary cost pools refer directly to product lines, such as advertising, research, and
development. Administrative and IT services are in a secondary cost pool. Identify task drivers that touch sub-cost pools. For example, the size used for production affects the amount of rent and utility that the production process costs. Use task drivers to assign costs in sub-pools to primary pools. Assign costs to specific objects or processes. Unlike determining absorption costs,
you can use it for operations other than production, such as assessing the costs of distribution channels or retail outlets. Another difference between ABC and absorption cost is how you use them in your business. They are different tools that are good for different jobs. The most important work of absorption-based costing is to understand the cost of goods sold. Understanding
how much you spent on the inventory you sold this quarter or this year is a necessary step to calculate your profits for the period. You can use the cost of goods sold based on the determination of absorption costs to draw up the financial statement or to evaluate stocks. Knowing the costs can help you set the price of your products. However, determining absorption costs has
drawbacks as a tool for making management decisions: unlike ABC, the absorption costing formula does not go into detail about the cost generated by each product. If you're comparing the costs of different product lines and deciding which one to fall, determining absorption costs can't tell you. If products are not sold, the associated fixed overhead is not subtracted from revenue.
By assigning a little more overheads to products sitting in the warehouse, a company can keep those overheads out of the income statement, making the company more profitable than it is. Determining absorption costs is important for accurate financial statements. Task-based costing is a much better tool for management decisions. Because ABC assigns overheads and costs to
specific products and processes, it's much more useful to show you where you need to cut expenses or maybe even cut your product line. Using ABC, you can compare activity costs with industry regulations. If your expenses are poor, you know you have to cut costs somewhere. If you have an important customer who requires additional costs, such as many returns or special
attention, ABC allows you to assign those expenses to the customer and assess whether the it's profitable. Whether you're selling through your website, store, or through sales calls, ABC can rate the overhead for each sales channel so you can compare it to the revenue generated. ABC's data on production products may show that it is more convenient to outsource them. If you
know the exact costs assigned to a particular product, you know the absolute minimum for which you can sell it and transform a profit. You can compare the of different production plants, see that it is more efficient and use it to make decisions about others. Like absorption-based costing, the ABC method has disadvantages. Many individual cost pools are required to allocate costs
effectively. The more cost pools, the more complex the system, the more work and expense it will take to collect data. Small, targeted ABC systems work well. Large enterprise-wide systems can take years to install. It is also difficult to maintain budget management and support a large ABC system requires. ABC requires input from multiple departments. Some of them may decide
to have higher priorities and fall behind in providing the necessary data. Companies can set up an ABC system for a specific purpose and then decide not to update or keep it up to date after that, making it useless. The hours of work collected for ABC may not be accurate. Employees don't usually admit that they were surfing the net or chatting with colleagues on business hours
and can assign those hours to something more acceptable. This can distort the number of hours of work assigned to projects and jobs. Unlike absorption-based costing, ABC typically requires its own database instead of drawing data from the general ledger. If you only have one or two product lines and a fairly simple production system, you may be able to gather information for
decision-making without establishing ABC. Abc.
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